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San Francisco, CA – Private investment firm, Virgo Investment Group, announced the
addition of healthcare executive Robert Badal to the Firm’s Operating Partner
Network. Badal joins a deep bench of Virgo Operating Partners that includes Ulya
Khan, an experienced executive in business technology and digital health sectors
for more than two decades.

Badal will be focusing his efforts on Virgo’s growth equity strategy which seeks to
identify middle-market companies within the healthcare sector that are well
positioned to capitalize on how the world is changing. The firm is focused on
transactions where success results from supporting founders in scaling or
repositioning an enterprise and in growing corporate earnings.

A veteran of the healthcare industry, with a proven track record of executive success
across health plans, provider organizations, and consulting service lanes, Badal
currently serves as the Chief Revenue Officer at Strive Health of which he is a co-
founder.

Virgo’s Managing Director, Pooja Goel, who leads the firm’s Healthcare vertical,
notes, “Bob has deep operating experience that will serve as a tremendous resource
to our firm and expand our ability to create meaningful value within our healthcare
portfolio. I have been lucky to work with Bob in the past and it’s clear he places the
same value in partnerships and culture as we do. Bob will work with our
management teams and assist with our value creation efforts. He is the ideal
partner to help guide our healthcare investments through significant growth.”

Building upon Badal’s desire to identify and deploy disruptive solutions to improve
patient care, in 2017 Badal co-founded a digital healthcare company, Treatment
Technologies & Insights (TTI). From 2003 to 2016, Badal served in various senior
executive roles at DaVita where he was directly responsible for all health plans and
provider network contracting and strategy for both DaVita’s Kidney Care and
Medical Group divisions. Additionally, Badal serves as Principal of Robert Badal &
Associates, a healthcare consulting organization that offers managed care,
operations, and business development strategy support for numerous national
provider-based organizations.

Virgo’s healthcare investment theses are focused primarily on longevity & wellness,
and digital health and healthcare services--looking to drive differential patient
engagement, gain actionable understanding, and drive tangible value.

ABOUT VIRGO

Founded in 2009, Virgo is a private investment firm based in the San Francisco Bay
Area that has an established track record of building and transforming businesses.
Virgo seeks to identify and grow unique business models into differentiated and
profitable industry leading companies. Virgo’s two distinct strategies focus on
creating, building and scaling asset-based/credit businesses, and growth equity
investments in Founder-led or Family-owned companies where the Firm executes
transformative growth. The Firm has raised over $1.8 billion and completed 65
investments to date. For more information, please visit www.virgo-llc.com.

”As you view the healthcare industry landscape, it is constantly
changing. Partnering with an organization like Virgo that is led by
industry experts who prioritize and promote trust in others, the
importance of community, and drive for change, is of paramount
importance. I admire Virgo’s highly unique approach to conducting
business in a manner that not only drives investment success, but
is also routed in their desire to care for others… this is something I
want to be a part of.
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